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"Finally, A Solution ToClean Up Urine Dumping At Truck Stops"

(Los Angeles, CA) Jesse Johnson, President of Pit Stop Incorporated, a businessman and
former trucker, has developed and patented a product that is designed for truckers, or
motorists, male or female, who need a sanitary and convenient way to relieve their bladder.

(PRWEB) November 20, 2002 -- Because bathroom habits are sometimes an uncomfortable topic of discussion,
this problem has never been addressed, until now. The New Product is called Â�The Pit StopÂ� and carries a
suggested retail price of $99. Â�The Pit StopÂ� is currently in production, and will be available from Pit Stop
Incorporated by November 2002.

This product can be inexpensively installed in truck fleets; however, it is just as convenient for the individual
trucker. Mr. Johnson commented, Â�The Pit Stop will be widely accepted. Any trucker that gets paid by the
mile knows how costly and inconvenient a truck stop can be. With The Pit Stop, drivers promptly get back on
the road, so they can make more money.Â�

Â�Because this product is so versatile and cost-effective, interest is being generated by individual drivers,
trucking fleet executives, and even government regulatorsÂ� said Jesse Johnson. Â�Current legislation
(Oregon House Bill 3530), proposed by Rep. Rob Montgomery (R), and Rep. Mike Lehman (D), shows
government interest as wellÂ�

Pit Stop enables truckers to have more comfort, safety, and peace of mind to enjoy the ride.

The Pit Stop is a truck mounted urinal system. It is spill-proof, leak-proof, odor resistant, and has replaceable
liners for a sanitary, germ free experience. This product will soon be available for purchase at
www.pitstopinfo.com

Editors Note: Jesse Johnson, the inventor, is available for further interview.
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Contact Information
Joe Nicassio
Rapidresultsmarketing.com
http://www.pitstopinfo.com
562-961-3976

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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